Libro di testo: Headway,

Contenuti svolti:

UNIT 1: Getting to know you.
Grammar: revision of the tenses, questions with W.
Vocabulary: verbs of similar meaning, do, make, speak, talk, prepositions.
Functions: talking about friends.

UNIT 2: Whatever makes you happy.
Grammar: present simple, present continuous, have/have got.
Vocabulary: things I like doing.
Functions: exchanging informations, talking about the important things in life.

UNIT 3: What's in the news.
Grammar: past simple, past continuous.
Vocabulary: anything dealing with crime.
Functions: Telling a story.

UNIT 4: Eat, drink and be marry.
Grammar: quantifiers, including compounds, articles.
Vocabulary: food and shops.
Functions: talking and reviewing a restaurant.

UNIT 5: Looking forward.
Grammar: want, hope to, like, enjoy, looking forward, would like to (verb patterns), future forms.
Vocabulary: phrasal verbs with literal and idiomatic meaning.
Functions: talking about plans in the future.

UNIT 6: The way I see it.
Grammar: use of like, comparatives and superlatives, as...as.
Vocabulary: synonyms, antonyms, multicultural society.
Functions: describing Pros and cons of the multicultural model.

UNIT 7: Living history.
Grammar: present perfect, simple and continuous.
Vocabulary: different jobs.
Functions: talking about experiences of a lifetime.

UNIT 8: Girls and boys.
Grammar: have to, must, should, modal verbs.
Vocabulary: things to wear, at the doctor.

UNIT 9: Time for a story.
Grammar: past perfect, simple and continuous.
Functions: Telling the plot of a story.

UNIT 10: Our interactive world.
Grammar: passives.

Dal testo di grammatica: MASTERING GRAMMAR
UNIT 1: present simple and continuous
UNIT 4: quantifiers.
UNIT 5: the past
UNIT 6: present perfect simple, continuous
UNIT 9: the future
UNIT 10: modals (must, have to)
UNIT 12: ing or infinitive
UNIT 13: the passive
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